Transforming professional performance through the power of interaction

ASPE 2016 Spotlight on Presentations/Discussions and Workshops
We wish to highlight this issue and next a few presentations and workshops that will be
offered during ASPE 2016 in Tampa, Florida next month. We provide the title,
presenters, date/times, an abstract, and a link to the event that can be found on the
conference website. We encourage you to review each to see if they appeal to you.
Networking: The Power of Professional Partnerships
Isle Polonko and Scott George
Monday June 27th, 4:45pm- 5:30pm
This presentation speaks to the common conversations heard while attending an ASPE
conference – the desire to NETWORK! Through the perspectives of two individuals
from different parts of the country, this presentation explores how developing
professional partnerships can help us all be more successful in our field. Come and
network with others!
http://aspe2016.conferencespot.org/search-results/site-search7.734824?q=networking&ty=&ev=&tr=&pe=&pn=&tag_co=&tag_lo=&tag_or=&tag_pe=&tag_ta=&tag_s
u=

Deconstructing Training Practices: A Journey through Three Institutions
Robert MacAulay, Jamie Pitt, Gina Shannon
Monday, June 27th, 9:00 am- 10:30 am
Have you ever wondered what training looks like in other SP programs? This
presentation will provide a panel of three institutions reflecting on how and why they
have certain practices of training for SP events. This presentation will delve into how
we establish training practices, highlight what is similar between the programs, reflect
on what is working, and provide insight into other training practices attendees could
perhaps adopt for their own program. An important topic for SP educators at any level
to deepen their understanding of the variety of training practices.
To bring high quality reporting of current research, trends, techniques and information regarding SP
methodology and other relevant industry articles to the attention of the membership through the webbased, bi-monthly newsletter, ASPE eNews.

http://www.aspeducators.org/
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A Hybrid Case: Challenging Pediatric Clerkship Students in a Child Abuse
Scenario
Lois Ho, Sam Butler, Julie Mack, Pam Shaw
Monday, June 27th, 11:00 am – 12:30
Hybrid scenarios have been gaining popularity in the field of simulation for several
years, and this presentation will give an inside view of the power of combining the
modalities of simulation to create a realistic portrayal of an uncomfortable situation for
medical students.
http://aspe2016.conferencespot.org/2016-aspe-annual-conference-1.3059073/t014-1.3059428/f0341.3059429/a179-1.3059443
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